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Corrigenda

page 51.16up:
page 134.4-5:

Book 2, chapter 4 not 1.3
You make the ship-bearing
teem with

life;

/

sea, the fruit-laden

For each race

.

land

.

page 198.14-12up: although they are supposed not to understand
such], since for understanding they too turn

[as

them-

selves towards objects within [the Ideas].

page 222.17up:

[genera] not [species]

page 234.Pl.3up:

insane not insance

page 253n:

6q dana\q.q |i^v
aOidq58a|io0c;

Kp6ve

Kp6vE

attxrvoq

7ioiKi?i6|iu0E

aO^eiq
6q

&()f)f\Kxo\)q

K6a|iov

dcTiefpova

Kat

dtTiavxa

(corrections

to

g|i7taA.iv

^xei^

Kax'

TtayyevfiKop,

some of the

characters and accents)

page 472.12up:

add 234
ter

as a

heading

footnote
(i.e.,

234

number
is

to the

end of the chap-

currently missing)

page 536.5up:

48, 49 not 38, 39

page 539 n25:
page 542 n95:

247 not 24
401D, 402A. (i.e., add 402A)

page 543.3:

add In

frag.

the

tum

his Protrepticus 21, in elucidating

with a sword"

fire

as the

"Don't poke

ninth Pythagorean dic-

(symbol), lamblichus had also cited the Heracli-

tus saw.

page 543 nl07:

passim

page 545 nl56:

see also not just see

nl58:

page 547 nl98.2:

(cf. ref.

140 below).

11-12
ref.

(i.e., add 11 to
207 not 206

12)

nl99:

add For "chaos" see Orpheus' Argonautica 12 and
415-25, and Kern's frags. 24, 29, 66a, 76, 79, and 107;
also Ficino's own De amove 1.3, glossing Plato's Symposium 178B. Cf. ref. 206 below.

n204.2:

Ecclesiastica not Ecclesia

n206:

change

to Cf. ref.

nautica, 12

page 549 n233:
page 552. 9up:

199 above,

and Kern,

add Cf. lamblichus
Kunstgeschichtliches

(i.e.,

not Orpheus, Argo-

frag. 66b)

Protrepticus 21,

symbol

6.
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For end of Notes to Introduction, page 537

For

a detailed study of Ficino's rendering of the Philebus itself, see

Ernesto Berti, "Osservazioni filologiche
silio

Ficino," in

//

Filebo di Platone e

now

alia

versione del Filebo di Mar-

la sua

fortunUy ed. Paolo Cosenza

(Naples, 1996), 93-171.

MS

Vat.

lat.

5953

(see

ed by Pier Leoni. See

introduction page

J.

8)

was once owned and annotat-

Ruysschaert, "Nouvelles recherches au sujet de

bibliotheque de Pier Leoni, medecin de Laurent
ic

le
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Magnifique," Academ-

royale de Belgique: Bulletin de la classe des lettres et des sciences morales et

politiques, 5th ser., vol. 46.1 (1960-61),

37-65

at

55-56 (No.
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For end of References, page 549

The quotation on page 482.12-13up,

"finally conquered Earth gives him
from Boethius' Consolation of Philosophy 4.7.34-35. See my
"Homo ad Zodiacum: Marsilio Ficino and the Boethian Hercules," now
in Plato 's Third Eye: Studies in Marsilio Ficino 's Metaphysics and Its Sources

the stars,"

is

(Aldershot, 1995), 13:218.
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Introduction
Cosimo de' Medici granted Marsilio Ficino a villa at
Careggi and put at his disposal a number of precious Greek
In 1462

manuscripts, including a complete manuscript of Plato. Afterwards two or three dialogues became especially dear to Ficino,

among them

the Philebus. Like the majority of the Platonic

dialogues, the Philebus
since antiquity,

Greek for the
it

and

it

had been unavailable to the Latin west
was Ficino who translated it from the

first time.'

in the climactic final

More than

this,

position of the

he deliberately placed
decade of dialogues

initial

he prepared for Cosimo' s study. Cosimo and his friends
discussed the decade culminating in the Philebus and these discussions informally constituted the inaugural meetings of the
Florentine Academy. In 1464, as Cosimo lay dying in the last
two weeks of July, it was the Philebus that was read to him; and
during the reign of his successor, Piero,
that Ficino first chose to

lecture

to

it

was on the Philebus

the city's patricians,

composed
on the broad problems posed by the dialogue, they were of
seminal importance: they contributed an introduction not just
including the young Lorenzo. Since the lectures were

to the Philebus but to Platonism

itself.

Platonism had never died during the Middle Ages. In the west

and mysticism,
and even such staunch Aristotelians as St. Albert and St.
Thomas Aquinas were imbued with certain Platonic concepts.
it

flourished under the guise of Augustinianism

In the Byzantine east Plato always occupied a premier position

and in the last decades of the empire's existence it was Pletho's
outspoken championship of Plato which initiated a prolonged
academic controversy among the Greek exiles in Italy. ^ But the
actual face-to- face encounter with Platonic and Neoplatonic
texts which took place in the Florentine Academy under the
leadership of Ficino was responsible for the European diffusion
of Platonism in its distinctively Renaissance form. As Paul O.
Kristeller observes, the "direct access to the

Plotinus,

work of

Plato, of

and of the other Platonist philosophers of Greek

Introduction

was in itself a major event in the intellectual history of Europe, and its importance was not diminished by the
antiquity

.

.

.

fact that the understanding

to be affected

of these Platonist sources continued

by Neoplatonic and medieval ideas."' The

first

public articulation of Ficino's "direct access" to the Plato text

was the series of lectures he delivered on the Phiiebus, a series
which later formed the basis of the written commentary. Consequently, the Phiiebus was in the vanguard of what was both a
revival of an ancient academic philosophy, and also a wideranging religious, cultural and intellectual movement peculiar
to the Renaissance and constituting one of its chief glories,
Florentine Platonism.

Apart from

its

commentary had a
development of Ficino's own philo-

historical importance, the

crucial role to play in the

sophical system; for along with the

Symposium commentary

(1468-69), the huge Platonic Theology (1469-74)

and the

treatise

On The

Christian Religion (1474) it bears witness to the
generation of his most profound and luminous ideas. It is

remarkable for its broad orientation, the profusion and scope
of its major theses, and the suggestiveness of its detail. Even in
the longueurs, one can detect Ficino's enthusiasm for the
dialogue's intricacies and his sense of continual intellectual
excitement. After lavishing much energy and concentration
upon the commentary initially, he returned to it at least twice
and he made it the longest of his Plato commentaries with the
exception of the commentary on the Parmenides.
Despite its signal interest, however, scholarship has hardly
begun to give it its due. Its various arguments, and
particularly those concerning the universal act, the primacy of
the intellect and the psychology of perception, have been referred to individually, but the whole commentary has not been
studied carefully for
scripts,

in

the

its

first

own

Hidden away in three manuof Ficino's Commentaria in

sake.

edition

Platonem, and in the corrupt, mispunctuated texts of the Basle
and Paris editions of his Opera Omnia» it has neither been
edited in modern times nor ever translated. Now, by chance, it
follows the Symposium commentary as the second principal

